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The Effects of Visualization and Synchronization on Clustered-Based Mobile Web
Search
Ashwag Alasmaria and Lina Zhoub

aDepartment of Information Systems, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Maryland, USA; bCollege of Computer Science, King Khalid
University, Abha, Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT
Despite the increasing use of mobile web in our everyday lives, mobile web search remains a challen-
ging task mainly due to the intensive scrolling inherent in linear presentation of search engine results
(SERs) on the small screen of a mobile device. Drawing on the cognitive load theory and information
foraging theory, this study aims to improve user performance in mobile web search by proposing two
new artifacts—radial visualization of SERs clusters and synchronization of clusters and individual SERs
presentations. These artifacts are hypothesized to improve search efficiency and/or navigation efficiency
without affecting search effectiveness. This study also examines a possible moderating effect of search
task type (open-ended vs. close-ended tasks). We implemented four mobile web search systems that
reflect four combinations of different visualization and synchronization settings and empirically evalu-
ated them using a controlled experiment. The results show that the radial visualization improves search
efficiency and navigation efficiency, particularly for the open-ended tasks. In addition, synchronous
presentation improves navigation efficiency in terms of path similarity.

1. Introduction

Due to an explosive growth in the use of mobile handheld
devices, mobile search engines are increasingly being used for
information seeking. More Google searches occurred on mobile
devices than on PCs in 10 countries including the United States
in 2015 (Dischler, 2015). The search engine results (SERs) in
response to a search query are commonly presented as a ranked
list, which is commonly referred to as SER pages (SERPs). Each
item in a SERP typically contains a title, a reference to the full
page, and a short description showing where in the page the
matching search keywords appear. The short description, how-
ever, is commonly excluded from the mobile SERPs to save the
limited screen estate. Moreover, the linear display of SERPs
poses challenges to mobile users. A study showed that mobile
users selected a search result from the first SERP and did not
look at subsequent pages in 65% of search sessions (Church,
Smyth, Bradley, & Cotter, 2008). In addition, 90% of searchers
even failed to select any search results. The ineffectiveness of user
interactions with mobile web search engines is also rooted in
some unique characteristics of mobile devices, such as small
screen size (Huang, 2009; Zhang & Adipat, 2005; Zhang & Lai,
2011) and intensive scrolling required to explore web pages
(Jones & Marsden, 2006). Scrolling reduces the efficiency of
users’ cognitive processing, because users have to keep track of
and remember the information when it is not visible (Jones &
Marsden, 2006). Therefore, users clearly struggle with finding
information that fulfills their search needs in the current pre-
sentation of SERPs on mobile devices.

Clustering is one of the state-of-the-art methods for improv-
ing the presentation of SERPs (Bonnel, Lemaire, Alexandre, &
Morin, 2006). However, related studies have been conducted
mostly on PCs. Among the few studies that explored clustering
mobile SERPs, their clusters and individual SERs were presented
on separate displays with no exception. In addition, visualization
has the great potential to present a large amount of information
within limited space, yet it has been under studied for presenting
SERs on mobile devices. Further, one key aspect of a user’s
search goal while using a search engine is whether the goal is
closed-ended or open-ended tasks (Bilal, 2000). However, none
of the extant studies have considered the open-ended task in
assessing the design of mobile web search systems to date.

This research aims to improve the presentation of cluster-
based SERPs on mobile handheld devices by investigating the
effects of visualization of SERs clusters and synchronized pre-
sentation of the clusters and individual SERs on user perfor-
mance in mobile web search. Specifically, this research is set to
answer three important questions regarding mobile SER presen-
tation: Which visualization method is more effective to support
cluster-based mobile web search, radial or list-based presentation?
Can synchronized presentation of the clusters and SERs improve
user performance in cluster-based mobile web search? How do the
effects of visualization and synchronization vary with the type of
search tasks (i.e., open-ended vs. close-ended tasks)?

This study answers the research questions by following the
design-science framework (Hevner et al., 2004). First, we
propose radial visualization and presentation synchronization
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to improve user performance in cluster-based mobile web
search based on the cognitive load theory (Baeza & Ribeiro,
1999) and the information foraging theory (Pirolli, 2003).
Second, we build a research model that explains user perfor-
mance in mobile web search with visualization and synchro-
nization of SERs and their clusters presentations, and with a
moderating factor of task type. Third, we implement four
mobile web search systems that manifest various combina-
tions of different visualization and synchronization settings
and then subsequently use the systems to evaluate the pro-
posed design artifacts and the research model. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first empirical study that compares
the effects of radial and list-based visualization and of syn-
chronized presentations of clusters and SERs on user perfor-
mance in mobile web search. The findings of this study
provide theoretical and practical implications for how to
design and develop efficient mobile web search systems.

2. Related Work

There are at least two streams of research that aim to address
some of the physical limitations of mobile devices. One stream
focuses on organizing mobile web search engine results (SERs)
into meaningful and understandable groups. The other con-
cerns visualization of desktop and mobile web SERs.

2.1. Clustering Search Engine Results (SERs)

An increasing number of studies have been conducted to
represent mobile SERs in a visually economic way. Carpineto
and his collogues (2006) clustered SERs and organized the
clusters into an expandable hierarchy, where the cluster labels
were assigned as links to an SERP. An experimental study was
conducted (Carpineto, Mizzaro, Romano, & Snidero, 2009) to
comprehensively compare the traditional ranked list and the
expandable hierarchy. The results demonstrate that clustering
of mobile SERs is more effective than using a ranked list.
Mobile Findex (Heimonen, 2008) applied a clustering techni-
que to group all SERs sharing a common term under the same
label. In both of these systems, however, the presentation of
individual SERs is on a separate display from that of clusters.
As a result, the list of clusters becomes unavailable while the
user is navigating through individual SERs, making it ineffi-
cient for the user to switch between clusters.

2.2. Visualizing Clusters and Search Engine Results
(SERs)

Visual representation of SERs plays a significant role in help-
ing users find relevant information easily and efficiently
(Callahan, Hopkins, Weiser, & Shneiderman, 1988). In this
section, we review related works on visualization of SERs on
both PCs and mobile devices.

Despite significant differences between some physical char-
acteristics of mobile devices and PCs, the insights gained from
SERs presentation in the latter environment can inform the
design of mobile SERs presentation. Many techniques used in
mobile web search systems can be traced back to develop-
ments in desktop web search systems. A number of studies

have attempted to improve the presentation of SERs on PCs
to increase search performance and user satisfaction. In par-
ticular, the following two systems bear the closest relevance to
our proposed design. One is a zoomable two-dimensional
map that was used to present the clusters of SERs (Turetken
& Sharda, 2005). The available map space was sliced vertically
for the first-level clusters, with the width of each slice being
proportional to the size of the cluster. The other is a circular
display to visualize the clusters of SERs (Tomasi, 2014), where
the relevance of each circle/cluster was indicated by the blink-
ing motion. Some studies on mobile search systems explored
replacing the traditional ranked list with novel visualizations
of clusters of SERs such as tag clouds (Mizzaro, Sartori, &
Strangolino, 2012) and pie charts (Nitsche, Nürnberger, &
Bade, 2012).

We identified several limitations with the previous designs of
mobile web search systems. First, there is generally a lack of
theory base for the artifact design for mobile web search
(Mizzaro et al., 2012; Heimonen, 2008; Nitsche et al., 2012;
Carpineto et al., 2006). Second, by presenting the individual
SERs and their clusters on separate displays, existing clustered-
based mobile web search systems may cause the user to lose
context in viewing individual SERs (Heimonen, 2008). Third,
extant studies on mobile web search focused on only one type of
search task: either closed-ended search tasks or open-ended tasks
(Heimonen, 2008; Carpineto et al., 2006). Fourth, most studies
of cluster-based mobile web search systems used the traditional
ranked list as the baseline system for comparison without con-
sidering alternative presentations of clusters (Carpineto et al.,
2009; Heimonen, 2008). Additionally, some systems used ran-
domly selected colors to differentiate clusters at the same level,
which might distract users from identifying relevant SERs
(Nitsche et al., 2012; Tomasi, 2014).

This research addresses the above-mentioned limitations of
previous SERs presentations by: 1) drawing on cognitive load
and information foraging theories to guide the design of
mobile web search artifacts; 2) proposing synchronized pre-
sentation of SERs and their clusters to help users keep track of
the context of SERs; 3) incorporating open-ended search
tasks; 4) comparing alternative visualizations of cluster-based
systems; and 5) presenting the same-level clusters in the same
color to improve the presentation consistency.

3. Theoretical Foundation and Hypotheses
Development

Based on the cognitive load theory and information foraging
theory (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Pirolli, 2003), we
proposed two design artifacts to improve mobile web search: 1)
presentation synchronization and 2) cluster visualization.
Synchronous presentation indicates that both individual SERs
and their clusters are presented in the same display, whereas in
asynchronous representation, individual SERs are presented in a
separate display from that of clusters. Visual representation is
capable of displaying the same amount of information in a more
condensed manner than a textual one (Zhang, 2007). To this
end, we propose radial visualization, a nonlinear presentation
that is in contrast with list-based linear presentation (e.g., tree).
Our research model is shown in Figure 1.
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3.1. Synchronization of Clusters and SERs Presentations

One important principle for interface design is reducing page-
to-page navigation of the mobile search results interface
(Jones et al., 2002). One of the important principles for
designing effective user interfaces is reducing working memory
load (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). For instance, in a
cluster-based mobile search system, memory load is incurred
when the user switches between clusters and individual SERs
as well as when the user navigates through different clusters to
determine which one most likely contains a search target.
Accordingly, one way to facilitate the above process is by
providing support for the user to retain information and
context across the search displays of clusters and individual
SERs. Synchronization is an approach of this kind that allows

the user to retain the cluster labels easily by presenting clus-
ters and individual SERs of the selected cluster on the same
search displays. Thus, it is expected to improve user’s naviga-
tion efficiency in mobile web search.

Although previous studies of information search on mobile
devices (Carpineto et al., 2006; Heimonen, 2008; Nitsche et al.,
2012) have attempted to minimize scrolling up/down and
moving backward/forward through many pages, existing clus-
tered-based mobile search systems such as Mobile Findex
(Heimonen, 2008) and Credino (Carpineto et al., 2006)
show the overall categories and the SERs in two separate
(asynchronous) views. For example, when the user browses a
list of SERs in Mobile Findex, he/she would not be able to
view the main clusters simultaneously; instead, he/she has to
navigate to the previous display to view or select different
main clusters. As a result, these mobile web search systems do
not facilitate a reduction of the user’s memory load and thus
have little impact on navigation efficiency.

On the other hand, constrained by the small display sizes
of mobile devices, it is feasible to display the clusters along
with a few top-ranked SERs within a selected cluster on the
same display. The user still needs to scroll down to view
additional SERs to identify search targets, particularly when
the top few do not contain the search targets or the user wants
to explore additional SERS to confirm the search targets.
Thus, we do not expect synchronization to influence search
time and search accuracy. We propose the first set of hypoth-
eses as the following.

H1: Compared with asynchronous presentation of individual
SERs and their clusters in mobile web search, synchronous
presentation will lead to:

a. increased navigation efficiency,
b. no change to search efficiency, and
c. no change to search effectiveness.

3.2. Visualization of Clusters

The clusters of SERs can be organized in a hierarchy based on
the level of abstraction. There are two common types of
hierarchy representation, which is known as list-based repre-
sentation and radial representation (Graham & Kennedy,
2010; Schneider, Scherp, & Hunz, 2013; Stasko, Catrambone,
Guzdial, & McDonald, 2000). In a list-based representation,
items are listed linearly. Radial visualization lists items in a
circular layout to convey hierarchical information, which is
also known as a ring-based representation (Draper, et.al.,
2009). For the ring-based visualization, there are two main
types of design patterns—connected ring and disconnected ring
patterns. The disconnected ring pattern lists items around the
circumference of a ring while reserving the interior of the ring
for other corresponding items, which was proved to be easy to
learn for novice users while still providing insights into the
data (Draper et.al., 2009). Thus, we chose the disconnected
ring as our design pattern for radial visualization of clusters,
where the outermost ring corresponds to the main clusters,
and the immediate inner ring corresponds to next level of a
selected main cluster in a cluster hierarchy. One example of

User Performance

Task Type

Close-ended
Open-ended

Synchronization

Synchronous
Asynchronous

Effectiveness

Navigation
Efficiency

Visualization

List-based
Radial

H1

H2

Search Efficiency

H3

H4

Figure 1. The research model.

Figure 2. Radial synchronous representation of SERs (System SR).
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the disconnected ring pattern is the SQiRL system (Draper &
Riesenfeld, 2008), which is designed to visualize the results of
opinion polls. Respondents’ answers to selected questions are
placed around the circumference. More specific-related sub-
items are placed within the ring’s interior. In addition, based
on the information foraging theory (Pirolli, 2003), cues such
as title, location, or relevancy of the categories can provide a
scent for finding a relevant cluster that might hold relevant
SERs. Center positioning the sub-clusters in a radial layout
can serve as a scent for assessing the relevance of different
sub-clusters themselves and their corresponding main clus-
ters. Moreover, the clusters were sorted in the descending
order of their sizes with the largest one placed at the top-
centered position. These additional cues can facilitate user
information search behavior. Therefore, the radial layout is
able to utilize the display space efficiently while conveying the
hierarchy structure effectively.

In a list-based representation of a hierarchy, expanding a
cluster to its next level can easily throw the hierarchy out of
bounds of the available display space of a mobile device. As a
result, the user has to scroll down/up to get a sense of all the
available information and thus is not effective. The radial
layout eliminates the need of scrolling through items. A com-
parison between different two-dimensional visualizations of
hierarchies such as list-based map and ring/radial representa-
tion (Barlow & Neville, 2001) showed that the list-based map
was not a preferred option for displaying a decision tree. In
addition, ring led to higher efficiency in node memory tasks
than other alternatives. The inferior performance of list-based
presentation of a hierarchy was also confirmed by other
studies. For instance, Callahan et al. (1988) found that it
takes less time to complete a task using a pie menu than a
list-based one. These findings provide preliminary evidence
for the effectiveness of the radial relative to the list-based
visualization of clusters in support of mobile web search.

H2: Compared with list-based presentation of clusters of SERs
in mobile web search, radial visualization will lead to:

a. increased navigation efficiency,
b. increased search efficiency, and
c. no change in search effectiveness.

3.3. Task Type

The design of mobile search interface should take into
account an important aspect of the search goal—whether the
task is closed-ended or open-ended (Fisher & McKechnie,
2005). In a closed-ended search task, the target of search is
typically a single item or a small set of items such as fact-
finding searches. In contrast, the search target in an open-
ended search task is large and vague in scope, which is
expected to yield a number of relevant items (Fisher &
McKechnie, 2005). The design of a traditional mobile web is
focused on the closed-ended task, where the SERs are sorted
in the descending order of their relevancy to a search query,
which will allow users to find the search target from the top
few SERs. Since the SERs contained in each sub-cluster are
ranked in such a relevance order, the user can easily find the

target item from a selected cluster even without the support of
synchronization or visualization.

For the open-ended task, the user needs to browse different
SERs to understand the topic and identify relevant ones. The
traditional presentation of ranked list could overwhelm users
with irrelevant information (Chung, Chen, & Nunamaker,
2005). Although clustering mobile SERs into meaningful
groups will provide users with the overall content of SERs,
the list-based presentation of clusters of SERs has to rely on
intense up/downward scrolling and explicit node expansion/
collapse to facilitate the identification of different target items
from different sub-clusters in searching for an open-ended
task. In contrast, the radial visualization is able to present a
hierarchy of topics (cluster labels) that characterize SERs
without requiring extra scrolling in a mobile web search. In
addition, the easier switching among different clusters in a
radial layout than a list-based layout allows the former to
better facilitate users in identifying multiple target items for
an open-ended task. In view of the greater need of exploring
different sub-clusters in performing an open-ended search
task, synchronization will facilitate users in determining the
relevance of a sub-cluster to identify additional target items.
Therefore, we propose the last two sets of hypotheses as the
following:

H3. Search task will moderate the effect of synchronization on
navigation efficiency in mobile web search with a stronger effect
for open-ended than close-ended tasks.

H4. Search task will moderate the effect of visualization on (a)
navigation efficiency and (b) search efficiency in mobile web
search with a stronger effect for open-ended than close-ended
tasks.

4. Method Design

We conducted a controlled laboratory experiment with
human participants to test the proposed hypotheses. The
experiment followed a 2 * 2 * 2 factorial design by varying
mobile SERs visualization (list-based vs. radial), synchroniza-
tion of clusters and SERs (synchronous vs. asynchronous),
and search task (open-ended vs. closed-ended tasks) as
within-subject factors. The within-subjects research design
(Kelly, 2009) allowed us to compare different types of mobile
web search systems using the same sample of participants by
minimizing variations among participants.

To minimize the learning effect inherent with repeated
measures design, we randomized the sequence of visualiza-
tion, synchronization, and search tasks. The participants were
randomly assigned to a sequence of treatments. In addition, to
eliminate other confounding factors, we took extra effort to
ensure that different search tasks of the same types are com-
parable in terms of complexity, which is measured in the
number of clusters, sub-clusters of SERs, and the number of
the retrieved SERs. Specifically, the SERs of all tasks were
grouped into seven main clusters and each main cluster into
three sub-clusters. To eliminate the possible effect of mobile
device variation, all the participants used the same mobile
device provided by the researchers.
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4.1. Mobile Web Prototypes Development and Heuristic
Evaluation

Based on the two proposed design artifacts—synchronization
(synchronous vs. asynchronous) and visualization (list-based
vs. radial), we developed four cluster-based mobile web search
prototypes, which are cross-tabulated in Table 1.

Before the actual implementation of the proposed mobile
web search prototypes, we performed heuristic evaluation to
address any possible usability problems with proposed
designs. Since heuristic evaluation was conducted prior to
implementation, it was both efficient and cost-effective.
Paper-based prototypes were used in this study. Four princi-
ples, including consistency and standards, aesthetic and
minimalist, visibility of system status, and design recognition
rather than recall, were selected from Nielsen’s list of usability
criteria (Nielsen, 1994). In addition, the principle of simplicity
was also adopted from a usability checklist for evaluating user
interfaces on mobile devices (Ji, Park, Lee, & Yun, 2006).

We recruited participants using two criteria that they
should: 1) have experience with mobile web search and 2)
have experience with user interface design and evaluation.
Three graduate students majoring in human-centered com-
puting were recruited from a university on the east coast of
the United States. The participants were asked to evaluate
each system based on the above usability principles.

The results show that all the participants were relatively
consistent in their evaluations. For example, one participant
identified one major violation of the simplicity principle with
the SR design. In our initial design, we represented individual
SERs in small circles without showing their titles to leave
more screen space for displaying individual SERPs. Two
other participants expressed a similar concern that the design
would require one extra click to read the title. Reading the
titles of SERPs directly would allow the participants to evalu-
ate the relevance of SERs more efficiently. In addition, all the
participants pointed out that the principle of visibility of
system status (navigational feedback) was not applied to sys-
tem SL (See Figure 2A, in Appendix A). Specifically, once any
main cluster is selected, its sub-categories will be listed with
SERs of that cluster. Participants suggested improving the
usability of the system by automatically collapsing one cluster
when another cluster is selected. Based on the participants’
constructive feedback, we made all the necessary changes to
the design of the system SR (See Figure 2) and the other three
systems. A screenshot of the other three prototypes, systems
AL (See Figure A1), system SL (See Figure A2), and system
AR (See Figure A3), is shown in Appendix A.

This SR system, which reflects both of our new design artifacts,
visualization and synchronization, lists clusters of SERs in the form
of concentric rings in a circular fashion. There is a regular dis-
tribution of an object around a central axis in the radial layout,
which can accommodate levels of hierarchy. The outermost ring
corresponds to the first level of the hierarchy. The immediately

inner ring corresponds to next level of the cluster hierarchy con-
sisting of sub-clusters of the highlighted main cluster from the
outer ring. User interaction with this system is displayed with a
sequence of screenshots of our proposed radial layout visualization
to demonstrate how the user conducts a search by interacting with
the interface. (see Appendix A, Figure A4).

We then developed mobile web search prototypes using an
Eclipse IDE for Android applications. The implementation of
the prototypes mainly contains three modules, which are SERs
collection, clustering, and presentation. Carrot2 was utilized as a
platform to collect SERs and generate main clusters and corre-
sponding sub-clusters for each search query. In addition, Bing.
comwas utilized as a back-end search engine to generate real SERs
because its API is easy-to-use. For each search task, a query was
formulated to retrieve a set of SERs, and 170 SERs were collected
for each query. The lingo clustering algorithmwas selected for this
study because it provides the most meaningful labels for clusters
and works better with live search results (Osiński & Weiss, n.d.).

4.2. Independent and Dependent Variables

This study involved three independent variables: SERs visua-
lization, presentation synchronization of clusters and SERs,
and search task type. There were three dependent variables
involved in this study, including search efficiency, search
effectiveness, and navigation efficiency. Our measurement
design for dependent variables took into account the unique
characteristics of each type of search task. In particular, the
search target of a close-ended search task is a single item,
whereas targets of an open-ended task are multiple:

● Search efficiency was measured by search time that a
participant took to find target web pages for a given
search task. For a close-ended task, search time was
measured as the total time spent in searching a target.
For an open-ended task, search time was measured as the
average time per relevant web page identified. For both
types of tasks, the measures for search efficiency excluded
the time spent in browsing the content of web pages.

● Search effectiveness was measured by accuracy for a
close-ended task and by F-measure for an open-ended
task. The accuracy would be 1, if the answer was correct;
and 0 otherwise. The F-measure was operationalized as a
harmonic mean of precision and recall, as shown in
equations (1~3). Recall measures how well a mobile
web search system helps users find all of the relevant
web pages. Precision measures how well a mobile web
search system helps users find relevant web pages and
avoid irrelevant ones.

F-Measure =

2 � Recall � Precision
Recallþ Precision

(1)

Precision =

The number of relevant SERs identified by a participant
The number of all SERs identified by the participant

(2)

Table 1. Four cluster-based mobile web search prototypes.

Asynchronous Synchronous

List-based Asynchronous list-based (AL) Synchronous list-based (SL)
Radial Asynchronous radial (AR) Synchronous radial (SR)

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HUMAN–COMPUTER INTERACTION 5



Recall =

The number of relevant SERs identified by a participant
The number of unique relevant SERs identified by all the participants

(3)

Navigation efficiency was operationalized as two variables:
click count and path similarity. Click count was measured as
the total number of clicks for a close-ended task and as the
average number of clicks per relevant SER identified for an
open-ended task, separately. For both types of tasks, path
similarity was measured as the similarity between a user’s
path and the optimal path, where the optimal path is the
shortest path leading to the web page containing the target
information. Adapted from the global sequence alignment
algorithm with a nonzero gap cost and an arbitrary distance
function (Gwizdka & Spence, 2006), we defined path similar-
ity as the ratio of the length of the longest common subse-
quence between a user path and the optimal path to the length
of the user path.

4.3. Procedure

Upon participants’ arrival, they were introduced to the pur-
pose and procedure of the study, and risks and benefits
associated with completing the experiment. After participants
agreed to participate and signed the consent form, they were
asked to first respond a questionnaire about their demo-
graphic information and mobile experience and then take
two knowledge tests that measured their prior knowledge
and familiarity with the different topics related to selected
search tasks. To help the participants gain familiarity with
the different mobile web search systems, they were required to
complete a training session prior to performing formal tasks.
During the training, the participants were asked to complete
four search tasks using each of the four different mobile web
search systems. The participants were encouraged to ask any
questions they may have about the instruction, procedure, or
tasks during the training, which lasted about 10–15 minutes.

During the formal study, the participants were asked to
perform both open-ended and close-ended search tasks using
each of the mobile web search systems. Unlike a close-ended
task that required a single SER as the answer, an open-ended
task requires finding as many relevant SERs as possible. For
both types of tasks, the participants were asked to record the
keywords of their answers and IDs of relevant SERs. The
systems were designed in such a way that a participant had
to first read the question before they could start the search
process by clicking a Start button. When the participant
found an answer to a search task in an SER, the timer was
stopped once he/she clicked a selected SER. The timer would
be reassumed when the participant returns to the SERP. The
orders of mobile web systems and the tasks were randomized
to minimize any possible learning effects.

The study ended with an informal structured interview.
The participants were asked about their experience with using
the four mobile web search systems, their most favorite and
least favorite systems, and any suggestions they may have
about how to improve the systems. The qualitative interview
complemented the quantitative method with the identification

of issues that may not be revealed through the latter alone. A
researcher took written notes of the participants’ responses
during the interview. The entire experiment lasted approxi-
mately 70 minutes on average.

4.4. Participants

Participants must be 18 years of age or older and have experi-
ence with mobile web search. Students are a major group of
users of mobile handheld devices. According to a 2015
Pearson report, 86% college students regularly used a smart-
phone. Thus, we recruited college students from a university
located on the east coast of the United States as participants.
We confirmed via a pre-experiment questionnaire that all
participants had prior experience with mobile web search.
Each participant received $15 in cash as compensation for
his or her participation in this study. The participants were
instructed to find answers to all the task questions in SERs as
fast as they could, and poor performance in completing the
tasks would result in no or less monetary compensation.

A total of 25 participants completed the study. Among
them, 17 participants were male. In addition, 21 participants
were less than 25 years old, and 4 were in the age group of
26 –30 years old. Half of participants had undergraduate
degrees, and the other half received postgraduate education.
Overall, the participants were experienced with mobile web
search, with about 39% performing mobile web search more
than 30 times per week. Chrome was the most popular mobile
web browser among the participants, whereas Opera and
Opera mini were the least popular ones.

5. Analyses and Results

We performed repeated measures ANOVA to test the effects
of visualization and synchronization on search efficiency,
search effectiveness, and navigation efficiency, for each type
of the search tasks separately. Outliers, if any, were removed
prior to the analyses. All the results were reported based on
two-tailed tests.

5.1. Search Efficiency

The descriptive statistics of search time are reported in Table 2.
Repeated measures ANOVA on search time yielded a signifi-
cant effect of visualization type ((F(1,20) =5.783, p <.05), with
the radial presentation (M =25.5, Std. Err. = 2.18) leading to
less search time than the list-based presentation of SERs
(M =31.66, Std. Err. = 3.32). Nevertheless, neither the effect
of search task (F(1,20) =.007, p =.935) nor that of synchroniza-
tion (F(1,20) = 1.413, p =.249) was detected.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of search time.

Visualization Synchronization

Task type (in sec.)

Close-ended Open-ended

List-based Asynchronous 28.76 [19.522] 40.71 [67.135]
Synchronous 28.86 [18.765] 28.30 [27.591]

Radial Asynchronous 29.90 [20.576] 24.04 [22.868]
Synchronous 25.90 [15.865] 22.15 [10.871]
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We analyzed the effects on search time for each type of the
tasks separately. For open-ended tasks, the analysis yielded an
effect of visualization type (F(1,20) =3.853, p =.064 in two-
tailed and p =.032 in one-tailed test results) but no effect of
synchronization (F(1,20) =.695, p =.414), on search time. For
close-ended tasks, neither visualization type (F(1,20) =.042,
p =.841) nor synchronization (F(1,20) =.312, p =.583) had an
impact on search time.

5.6. Search Effectiveness

The descriptive statistics of search effectiveness are reported
in Table 3. Given that the measures for search effectiveness
varied with the type of search tasks, we analyzed the open-
ended and close-ended tasks separately.

For the close-ended search tasks, a repeatedmeasures ANOVA
detected a weak effect of synchronization (F(1,24) =3.019, p =.095
in two-tailed test results) on search accuracy, with asynchronous
presentation (M =.8, Std. Err. = .058) leading to higher accuracy
than synchronous presentation (M =.62, Std. Err. = .066).
Nevertheless, the analysis did not yield any effect of visualization
(F(1,24) =.419, p =.524) or the interaction between synchroniza-
tion and visualization (F(1,24) =.419, p=.524). For the open-ended
search tasks, a repeated measures ANOVA on F-measure did not
yield any significant effect of synchronization (F(1,24) =.029,
p =.866), visualization type (F(1,24) =2.675, p =.115), or their
interaction (F(1,24) =.896, p =.353).

5.7. Navigation Efficiency

The descriptive statistics of click count and path similarity
are reported in Table 4. A repeated measures ANOVA on
click count yielded a significant effect of visualization type
((F(1,20) =5.178, p =.034), with the radial presentation
(M =4.903, Std. Err. = .357) leading to a lower count
than the list-based presentation of SERs (M =6.133, Std.
Err. = .366). Nevertheless, neither the effect of search task
(F(1,20) =2.639, p =.120) nor that of synchronization
(F(1,20) =.019, p =.892) was significant. We also analyzed
the effects of visualization and synchronization on click
count for the open-ended and close-ended tasks sepa-
rately. For the open-ended tasks, the analyses yielded a
significant effect of visualization (F(1,20) =4.504, p =.047)

but no effect of synchronization (F(1,20) =.062, p =.806).
For the close-ended tasks, the analyses did not show any
significant effect of visualization (F(1,20) =.486, p =.494)
or synchronization (F(1,20) =.006, p =.938).

A repeated measures ANOVA on path similarity yielded a
weak effect of visualization type ((F(1,24) =3.236, p =.085),
synchronization (F(1,24) =3.006, p =.096), and a strong effect
of task type (F(1,24) =38.117, p =.000). Additionally, there was
a significant interaction between visualization and synchroni-
zation (F(1,24) =3.863, p =.061). Specifically, path similarity
for the close-ended tasks (M =.682, std. err. =.028) was higher
than that for the open-ended tasks (M =.446, std. err. =.021),
path similarity for the radial visualization (M =.593, std.
err. =.023) was higher than that for the list-based visualization
(M =.535, std. err. =.022), and path similarity for the synchro-
nous presentation (M =.594, std. err. =.023) was higher than
that for the asynchronous presentation (M =.534, std.
err. =.024). Nevertheless, visualization type was not found to
yield a significant effect for the open-ended ((F(1,24) =.377,
p =.545) or the close-ended search tasks ((F(1,24) =2.033,
p =.167), separately. Similar findings held for presentation
synchronization for the open-ended ((F(1,24) =1.258,
p =.273) or the close-ended search tasks ((F(1,24) =1.702,
p =.204), separately.

5.8. Post-Experiment Interview

Based on qualitative feedbacks from the post-experiment
interview, we identified some strengths and weaknesses of
each of the mobile web systems, as summarized in Table 5.

With the radial presentation of clusters, users can interact
with SERs easily and efficiently without intense scrolling. In
contrast, the use of the listed-based presentation of clusters
raised the following concern, “it was cumbersome to use. I had
to scroll down my way through the screen and I struggled to
use it.”

Some participants appreciated the synchronized presenta-
tion of clusters and SERs. One participant commented,
“Having the web pages represented on the same screen made
it easier to switch between the clusters to see all of their results.”
In addition, the synchronization has the potential to facilitate
mobile web search on unfamiliar topics. Another participant
stated, “If I am looking for new topics, I would like to see the
overall categories of the retrieved results.” On the other hand,
some participants perceived limits to the benefits of the syn-
chronized presentation. One participant commented, “as long
as we chose certain category (cluster) based on our needs or
preferences, there is no advantage of showing other categories at
the same time.” In addition, the participants preferred to view
a reasonable number of SERs at the same time.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of search effectiveness

Visualization Synchronization

Task type

Close-ended Open-ended

List-based Asynchronous .80 [.408] .183 [.096]
Synchronous .68 [.476] .161 [.093]

Radial Asynchronous .80 [.408] .185 [.084]
Synchronous .56 [.507] .198 [.086]

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of navigation efficiency.

Visualization Synchronization

Click count Path similarity

Close-ended Open-ended Close-ended Open-ended

List-based Asynchronous 6.05 [3.528] 5.73 [5.836] .65 [.294] .43 [.199]
Synchronous 6.71 [3.849] 6.04 [5.044] .62 [.33] .44 [.215]

Radial Asynchronous 6.10 [3.520] 4.03 [1.802] .65 [.33] .41 [.177]
Synchronous 5.29 [5.479] 4.20 [1.871] .82 [.267] .50 [.205]
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6. Discussion

6.1. Major Findings and Alternative Explanations

Our results show that the presentation synchronization had an
effect on navigation efficiency in terms of path similarity and did
not impact search efficiency or search effectiveness. Thus,
hypothesis H1(a) was partly supported, and hypotheses H1(b)
andH1(c) were supported. In addition, the effect of presentation
synchronization on navigation efficiency was not found to vary
with the task type. Thus, hypothesis H3 was not supported.

Contrary to our expectation, presentation synchronization
improves click count—an alternative measure of navigation
efficiency. One possible explanation is that presenting both
clusters and individual SERs in a single display (synchronous
presentation) is more likely to lead to information overload
then presenting them separately (asynchronous presentation),
which in turn reduces navigation efficiency. An alternative
explanation is that a user still has to scroll to return to or to
change the cluster in the synchronous presentation in which
may lead to lose context and intense scrolling. As one parti-
cipant commented, “Within the context of presenting the
clusters and SERs simultaneously, I need to move my figure
more than once in order to switch [between] categories (clus-
ters).” The point was echoed by another participant who
stated, “Other categories might be not seen in case that the
list of web pages is long.”

Visualization type was found to have an effect on search
efficiency and navigation efficiency in terms of both click
count and path similarity, with the radial presentation leading
to better performances than the list-based presentation but no
effect on search effectiveness. Therefore, hypotheses H2(a~c)
were supported. In addition, improvements in the radial
visualization over the list-based visualization on search time
and click count were significant only for the open-ended
tasks, and the effect of visualization type on path similarity
did not vary with the type of search tasks. Therefore,

hypothesis H4(a) was partly supported, and hypothesis H4
(b) was supported.

The findings suggest that the radial visualization can pro-
vide an efficient support for mobile web search when the
search goal is vague as with an open-ended task. This is
because the radial representation by design can facilitate
switching between clusters and SERs effectively. On the
other hand, there is a higher level of similarity between the
user path and the optimal path in the closed-ended than the
open-ended tasks. One possible explanation is that the search
target for a close-ended task is very likely found from the top
few SERs.

6.2. Theoretical and Practical Contributions

This study has followed the design science framework (Henver
et al., 2004). One of the key characteristics of a design science
research lies in the creation of an innovative, purposeful artifact
(Gregor & Hevner, 2013). To this end, we created the following
three artifacts in this study: 1) radial visualization and presen-
tation synchronization to improve user performance in cluster-
based mobile web search; 2) a research model that explains user
performance in a cluster-based mobile web search using cluster
visualization and presentation synchronization, which is mod-
erated by the type of search tasks; and 3) four mobile web
search prototypes that manifest the various combinations of
different visualization and synchronization methods.

The design science research is fundamentally a problem-
solving approach (Henver et al., 2004). In particular, this
study is considered as an improvement design science
research (Gregor & Hevner, 2013) that addresses the chal-
lenges associated with mobile web search due to intensive
scrolling and frequent page switching inherent to the ranked
list-based presentation of SERs on mobile devices through
visualization and synchronization of cluster presentations. In
addition, the primary approach to evaluating the quality and
effectiveness of proposed artifacts in design science research is
computational methods or other empirical techniques
(Henver et al., 2004). In this study, we conducted a laboratory
experiment using our mobile web prototypes and developed
computational methods to measure dependent variables such
as search efficiency, search effectiveness, and navigation effi-
ciency by analyzing search logs.

In addition to the proposed design artifacts, this research
makes multifold contributions to the mobile web search lit-
erature. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study that empirically investigates list-based and radial visua-
lizations in mobile web search. In addition, this is the first
research that examines the effect of synchronization of pre-
senting clusters and individual SERs on user performance in
mobile web search. Second, we provided a multidimensional
schema to measure user performance in mobile web search,
consisting of search efficiency, effectiveness, and navigation
efficiency, which is more comprehensive than measures used
in previous studies. We also proposed two alternative mea-
sures for navigation efficiency. Third, we used a mixed-
method design to evaluate the proposed artifacts, which
involved a heuristic evaluation, controlled experiment, and
interview. The design offers the benefit of triangulation to

Table 5. Strengths and weakness of the mobile web search systems.

Mobile Web
System Strengths Weaknesses

Asynchronous
list-based
(AL)

● Clusters help to find what I
am looking for easier and
faster.

● It needs to go backward
and forward to change the
cluster.

Synchronous
list-based
(SL)

● It is easier to learn, as it is a
common way to see different
level of items [drop-down
list].
● It keeps track of different
clusters and switch to other
clusters easily.

● It needs to scroll down
many times more than the
circular [radial] interface in
order to switch categories.
● Other clusters might be
hidden in case that the list
of web pages is long.

Asynchronous
radial (AR)

● It is more visually
appealing.
● It is easier for the finger to
select main or sub-clusters.

● It needs to go backward
and forward to change the
cluster.

Synchronous
radial (SR)

● It makes it easier to go back
and forth between the
clusters to see all of their
results.
● It reduces the mental work
to remember the selected
clusters or other clusters.
● It helps to check how
relevant each cluster is more
quickly.

● It is adaptive, needs to
learn
● Limited number of web
pages displayed at the same
time, so users have to scroll
to check other web pages.
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offset the weaknesses of individual methods. Fourth, this
study reveals that for cluster-based mobile web search, the
efficacy of visualization depends on whether the search task is
open-ended or close-ended. Thus, the design of user interac-
tion for mobile web search should consider search goal, par-
ticularly search tasks.

This study has several practical implications for the design
and development of mobile web search systems. The current
findings will provide recommendations for how to select pre-
sentation methods in developing cluster-based mobile web
search systems. In particular, radial visualization is a promis-
ing method for presenting clusters of mobile SERs. Depending
on the search tasks that a user is involved in, the radial
visualization is particularly effective for open-ended search
tasks, and the list-based and the radial visualizations can
serve as alternative methods for close-ended tasks. When
there is uncertainty about users’ search goals, the radial visua-
lization would be a preferred alternative for cluster-based
mobile web search. These implications are not limited to
traditional mobile search engines but extended to other
types of mobile web search systems such as personal informa-
tion management and social media systems.

6.3. Limitations and Future Work

Like all other studies on mobile web search, this study has
some limitations due to resource constraints and technical
challenges. First, we conducted a laboratory experiment to
enable meaningful comparisons among different mobile web
search systems and to test the proposed hypotheses. However,
having a controlled setting might not reflect users’ natural
behavior in mobile web search. Participants in our study
performed search tasks, while they were sitting, which did
not consider the real-world scenario where a growing number
of mobile users are searching for online content while they are
on the move (Church & Oliver, 2011). In addition, college
students may not represent the entire population of mobile
web users. Conducting a field experiment with broad partici-
pation in a natural setting would help improve the ecological
validity of findings of this study. Second, the participants in
this study went through a short training on how to use the
proposed mobile web search prototypes before performing
search tasks. A longitudinal study will enable us to investigate
whether the effects of visualization vary with user experience
by allowing participants to gain familiar with the proposed
mobile web search systems over time. Third, the labels gen-
erated by Lingo for some clusters of SERs were not descriptive
or easily understandable, which could have a negative impact
on user performance and perception. Similar issues with of
label quality have been reported by previous studies (Kules &
Shneiderman, 2008; Heimonen, 2012) Therefore, advancing
cluster labeling techniques could be instrumental to the effec-
tiveness of the cluster-based mobile web search systems.
Fourth, in addition to the interview, we could also use a
survey method to measure user perception of the proposed
artifacts for different types of search tasks in future work.
Fifth, the lack of effect of presentation synchronization
could result from limitations in its interaction design, which
may be addressed by incorporating advanced interface design

and user interaction features such as swiping operation, or as
splitting the screen between displaying the clusters and indi-
vidual SER. Additionally, our observations of the user study
revealed that some participants made unnecessary revisits to
the same clusters before deciding on an answer to a search
task, which inflated their search time. Thus, exploring addi-
tional information cues such as the frequency and duration of
visits to each label of cluster in interface design might help
minimize such unnecessarily redundant efforts.

7. Conclusion

Mobile information access remains challenging, particularly
in mobile web search. This study is aimed to improve cluster-
based mobile web search by proposing cluster visualization
and presentation synchronization. We developed four mobile
web search systems and evaluated them using a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative methods. The findings of this
study show that the radial visualization improves search effi-
ciency and navigation efficiency, particularly for the open-
ended tasks. Additionally, synchronous presentation of clus-
ters and individual SERs improves navigation efficiency in
terms of path similarity. In addition to proposing multiple
design artifacts, this research extends theories for explaining
user performance in cluster-based mobile web search and
provides suggestions on how to select presentation methods
in developing cluster-based mobile web search systems in
general and/or based on the types of search tasks.
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Figure A2. List-based synchronous representation of SERs (System SL).

Figure A1. List-based asynchronous representation of SERs (System AL).
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Figure A4. Screenshots of user interaction with the radial layout, (a) first display shows the first level of hierarchy in which clusters are arranged around
circumference of a circle. (b) When a user clicks on any of clusters of the first level of hierarchy, the corresponding clusters are displayed in the interior of
the ring. (c) Then, when a user clicks on any of clusters of the next level of hierarchy, the list of webpages within a selected cluster will be displayed at
the bottom of the display in a list-based format.

Figure A3. Radial asynchronous representation of SERs (System AR).
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